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ABSTRACT 

Biometric authentication stands at the forefront of modern security measures, offering a highly 

sophisticated and reliable method for identity verification. Biometrics aims to identify an individual’s 

identity by comparing specific characteristics against a stored template. Unlike traditional passwords or 

PINs, which can be forgotten, shared, or stolen, biometric authentication relies on unique biological or 

behavioral traits that are inherent to each individual. The current article introduces the innovative concept 
of multi-fingerprint sequence authentication process to verify users. In contrast to the traditional, single 

fingerprint methods, this multifactor technique combines the use of multiple fingerprints along with a 

sequence pattern for enhanced usability and security. Furthermore, this study presents a comprehensive 

evaluation of an innovative authentication system utilizing a multiple fingerprint sequence pattern as an 

alternative to biometric usernames and textual passwords, named BioPass. By leveraging an established 

framework, the research focuses on assessing the proposed system's usability and security aspects, as well 
as its potential benefits. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

A. The Importance of Security 

In modern technological societies, the security landscape is 
constantly changing. With the increasing number of devices 
and advancement of tactics, new threats constantly arise. Every 
day individuals face a range of risks, including malware 
infections, phishing attempts, and sophisticated hacking 
methods. To protect their information and digital possessions 
effectively, they must remain vigilant, and constantly adapt to 
this ever-evolving environment. To safeguard and maintain the 
privacy of data, identity verification processes for individuals 
who wish to access those data have been introduced. Only 
when an individual’s identity has been accurately verified and 
approved they are given permission to use or access the data 
[1]. This effort includes approaches, such as implementing 
encryption protocols and incorporating artificial intelligence 
and machine learning technologies to detect and remove 
potential threats [2]. The proposed method combines multiple 
fingerprints in a specific order to ensure user verification 
security. This innovative method adds a layer of protection that 
is not only compelling, but also highly resistant to unauthorized 
access attempts.  

 

B. The Distinct Advantages of Biometric Authentication 

There is an urgent need to revolutionize the field of user 
authentication. While the traditional, password-based, systems 
are widely used, they have been found to possess 
vulnerabilities that can lead to breaches and unauthorized 
access [3]. As a result, there is a shift towards more reliable 
methods like biometric authentication. Biometric authentication 
systems have been proven to be more effective and secure 
compared to the existing technologies [4]. By utilizing 
behavioral traits, like fingerprints, facial features, or voice 
patterns, biometric schemes can provide a higher level of 
security and accuracy compared to the traditional methods [6]. 
Biometrics can recognize an individual’s characteristics by 
matching features against a pre-existing template, either 
possession-based (using tokens like security tags or cards) or 
knowledge-based (codes or passwords). Reliable validation 
systems often employ samples for verification by incorporating 
various characteristics and dimensions [6]. Biometrics is 
defined as the unique (personal) physical/logical characteristics 
or traits of the human body [8]. These characteristics and traits 
can be deployed to identify a human being. Any details of the 
human body which differ from one person to another, such as: 
retina, iris, fingerprints, palm print, and DNA can be used as 
unique biometric data that reflect that person's unique 
identification (ID) [8]. Biometric features, unlike passwords, 
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are inherent to everyone while being extremely difficult to 
duplicate [7]. As technology advances, biometric authentication 
is no longer primarily a choice but, in fact, essential for 
strengthening digital security [6]. The adoption of biometric 
technologies is motivated by their efficacy, ease, and capacity 
to offer an unsurpassed degree of security [8]. With the 
ongoing advancement of biometric technology like facial 
recognition and fingerprint authentication, these methods are 
increasingly being recognized as the most reliable means of 
verifying users’ identity [9]. The future of authentication hinges 
on the smooth incorporation of biometric characteristics and 
other authentication factors to provide a secure, user-friendly 
experience across many digital platforms [10]. Biometric 
technology has been implemented at airports to provide faster 
and more secure processes and hence reduce waiting time. 
Around 63% of airports and 43% of airlines intended to 
allocate funds towards the implementation of biometric 
processing systems by 2020 [11]. Biometric authentication is 
increasingly being acknowledged by various businesses and 
organizations for its potential and advantages, thus positioning 
it as a fundamental aspect of digital security measures [12]. 
 

C. The Cornerstone: A Fingerprint Authentication System 

A fingerprint authentication system utilizes distinct patterns 
present on our fingertips. These patterns, such as ridges, loops, 
and whorls, develop in the womb, and remain relatively 
constant, without significant alterations, throughout our lives 
[13]. When a finger is placed on a sensor, the system records 
and analyzes these patterns, before transforming them into a 
representation. Subsequently, this representation can be 
matched with pre-existing templates for authentication [14]. 
The distinguishing feature of fingerprint authentication lies in 
its exceptional accuracy. The distinctive nature of each person's 
fingerprint, even between twins, makes it an exceptionally 
reliable method for identifying individuals. Furthermore, the 
system's capacity to identify specific characteristics, known as 
minutiae points, guarantees the verification of the identification 
[15]. The combination of a high degree of accuracy with the 
simple, effective nature of the process positions fingerprint 
authentication as one of the foremost technologies in use today. 
 

D. The Concept of the Multi-fingerprint Sequence 

Authentication Process 

The core of this new technique is the incorporation of 
several fingerprint patterns, which function as a multifactor 
authentication scheme by combining biometric identification 
(fingerprints) with knowledge-based authentication (a 
sequence). Modern systems commonly utilize a form of 
authentication that depends on "something you know", such as 
a password, and a sequence of fingerprints to be presented to a 
scanner, as the initial method for confirming an individual's 
identification. Common secondary authentication methods 
include SMS/phone verification, physical tokens, biometric 
identity, One Time Password (OTP), and push notifications [3]. 
The variety of additional identification verifications provided in 
this context exhibits diversity, within the scope of 
authentication procedures [16]. The main purpose of 
establishing such a system is to make stolen account credentials 
useless to fraudsters who lack the information required to 
complete the secondary authentication step. Fingerprint 

recognition, known for its accuracy and dependability, is the 
fundamental basis of the biometric authentication technique 
[17]. Nevertheless, what distinguishes it is the necessity for 
users to provide not just one but a consecutive series of 
fingerprints, in a predetermined order. This factor adds an extra 
level of complexity, significantly making it more difficult for 
unauthorized users to circumvent the authentication procedure. 
The sequential nature of this knowledge-based component 
enhances the authentication process, rendering it unimodal. 
Users need a clear understanding of the precise sequence in 
which these fingerprints must be provided.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Authors in [18] proposed FingerPIN, a novel authentication 
technique that integrates fingerprints with Personal 
Identification Numbers (PINs) to augment security. The 
authors propose a factor approach that combines the 
characteristics of knowledge-based and biometric-based 
authentication factors in order to solve concerns about the 
permanence of fingerprints. To address this concern, FingerPIN 
implements a method whereby users must submit a series of 
fingerprints that correspond to their selected PIN digits. This is 
determined by a correlation between the numbers and digits. 
The authors also performed a vulnerability analysis of the 
proposed technique, showcasing its robustness in scenarios 
where a fraudster compromises one or several fingerprints. The 
report emphasizes the crucial need for strong authentication 
techniques to protect data and apps against the ever-evolving 
cybersecurity threats. The experimental results confirm that 
FingerPIN is highly effective in preventing brute force assaults, 
therefore demonstrating its superiority over authentication 
methods that are based on PIN or fingerprints. Nevertheless, it 
is essential to acknowledge that the significant memory burden 
placed on users could potentially reduce its attractiveness with 
regard to widespread use. Furthermore, there has been an 
absence of usability research or user acceptance piloting 
regarding this technique. Authors in [19] proposed a method of 
authentication that enhances the security of fingerprint 
biometrics. They suggest a solution that fills a gap in the 
research by recommending the use of securely stored 
fingerprints, each of which is associated with a unique 
password. By combining fingerprint and extended password 
authentication, they aim to elevate the security level. This study 
explores the distinct nature of fingerprint identification while 
also highlighting the risks associated with the existing 
fingerprint systems. The authors suggested an approach in 
which multiple fingerprints are stored alongside passwords for 
security. These passwords are generated based on the position 
of each finger and combined with a chosen password by the 
user, offering both flexibility and enhanced security. This 
method effectively merges the benefits of biometrics with the 
traditional security protocols, resulting in an adaptable, 
dependable authentication solution. The method proposed in 
this article, nevertheless, is less user-convenient, since they 
must remember each number associated with the finger that 
will be added to the passwords that they provided during the 
registration phase. Another factor is that the extra prefix added 
to the passwords for each finger is fixed, making it vulnerable 
to attacks, since it is difficult to replace. 
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III. MOTIVATION 

In the field of user authentication, the potential for 
reforming the standard methods is both attractive and essential. 
The traditional password-based systems, while commonly 
used, have demonstrated vulnerabilities to breaches and 
unauthorized access [4]. This has prompted a paradigm shift 
towards more secure, dependable methods, led by biometric 
authentication, which has been shown to be more efficient and 
secure than the standard technologies [5]. By capitalizing on 
distinctive physiological or behavioral traits, such as 
fingerprints, facial features, or voice patterns, biometric 
systems offer a level of security and accuracy that exceeds that 
offered by the traditional methods [6]. In the modern world, 
people find themselves relying heavily on digital platforms and 
interfaces in almost every aspect of their lives. Whether one is 
making transactions or engaging in personal communication, 
the importance of having secure measures in place cannot be 
overstated. The traditional methods, that were once considered 
sufficient for authentication, now face challenges due to the 
evolving cyber threats and sophisticated attack techniques. 
Considering these challenges, a groundbreaking approach that 
combines the strengths of authentication with sequential 
knowledge-based verification has emerged. Passwords, which 
were once considered to safeguard individuals’ security, have 
proven to be vulnerable to breaches arising from phishing 
attacks, brute force attempts, and credential stuffing. As 
technology has advanced, so has the capability of 
cybercriminals, necessitating a leap forward in the 
authentication methods that will be adopted. By integrating 
biometric data, which are extremely difficult to replicate, with a 
requirement for specific sequence knowledge, this innovative 
approach directly tackles this pressing need. Not only does this 
method represent a breakthrough, but it also demonstrates a 
strategic response to the ever-changing threat landscape.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Three fingerprints are provided in a specific sequence. 
These fingerprints, biometrics, and the chosen sequence, as 
knowledge-based information, are fused together to provide a 
secure, usable, multifactor authentication methodology. In the 
example shown in Figure 1, the chosen fingerprints during the 
registration phase are the left index finger, right thumb, and 
right index finger, consecutively. Following successful 
registration, users can confirm their identities by presenting 
their fingerprints in the same sequence as they did when 
registering on the system. It is apparent that the selection and 
sequence of the fingerprints are both provided by the user, a 
fact which provides both a level of security as well as usability 
to the proposed scheme. Once users have entered the three 
fingerprints, the system compares this input against the stored 
data. Since each fingerprint is mapped to a sequence number 
(1st, 2nd, 3rd) during the registration phase and is stored in the 
database, the proposed system compares it to the sequence in 
the database when all fingerprints are matched, as observed in 
Figure 2. The main goal in verifying each feature separately is 
to ensure that it returns usable feedback to the users if they fail 
to successfully authenticate themselves. 

 
Fig. 1.  System flowchart. 

Further research in this area led to the discovery that the 
researchers from the University of Cambridge Computer 
Laboratory had found a solution to the problem of evaluating 
authentication systems. The new proposed authentication 
system needs to be evaluated from different perspectives to 
confirm its superiority to the legacy authentication system, that 
uses biometrics as a username combined with a textual 
password. The following section will refer to the legacy 
authentication system as BioPass. The next section also 
presents the benchmarks and metrics that can be applied to the 
proposed system in order to measure its strength regarding 
security and usability. 

A. Evaluation Framework  

Authors in [1] presented an unbiased evaluation framework 
of the proposed password replacement schemes. The 
framework was developed because these schemes have been 
facing several problems. On the journey to providing a reliable 
evaluation mechanism, authors in [1] provided a standard scale 
and framework that can evaluate any user authentication 
system. In the evaluation framework, a set of benefits, termed 
as Security, Usability, and Deployability, are presented. 
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However, this research focuses on usability and security rather 
than deployability since both systems are similar in terms of 
their authentication type as employing biometrics and being 
knowledge-based. This framework makes it possible to judge 
whether any authentication system which is proposed as a 
replacement for a similar existing system will be proved to be 

beneficial. The current research employed this framework to 
analyze the proposed system. Schemes like, password, proxy, 
federated, graphical, biometric, hardware-based, managers etc. 
are examined and evaluated using the framework of benefits. 
The authors in [1] conclude that no system is close to providing 
all the benefits that an ideal authentication system would offer. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Registration and authentication after user chooses fingers in a sequence. In this case, left index, right thumb, and right index in order. 

B. Relevance of the Framework to the Proposed System 

Authors in [1] compared the idea of using fingerprints with 
utilizing textual characters as passwords. Their conclusion, 
based on various criteria, was that using fingerprints as 
passwords performed worse than employing textual passwords 
in terms of efficiency, recovery from loss, frequent errors, 
deployability, etc. A further important factor in authentication 
systems is the username field. In this research, the idea of using 
a sequence pattern of fingerprints as a password is respected 
but, regarding usernames, it proposes the use of multiple 
fingerprints. As fingerprints, or biometrics in general, represent 
who you are, it is essential that they are used as usernames.  

C. Application of the Framework to the Proposal 

The framework presented in [1] can be directly applied to 
the research presented in this paper, which focuses on a 
password replacement scheme. The framework presents 
detailed criteria, based on which an authentication system can 
be evaluated. The criteria presented are divided into the 
categories of security and usability. In this section, an analysis 
of the BioPass system and the proposed system will be 
performed for each criterion presented in the framework. 

1) Usability 

 Memorywise-Effortless: In the case of the BioPass 
authentication system, a user must remember a password 
that usually has a minimum length requirement to ensure 
security, while in the proposed system the user needs to 
remember only the sequence in which the fingerprints must 
be presented. Hence, the proposed system places fewer 
burdens on the user's memory compared to the BioPass 
system. 

 Scalable-for-Users: The BioPass authentication systems and 
passwords are not scalable, since a cognitive load is placed 
on the user to keep the passwords separate for every 
account. Some users prefer to deploy different passwords 
for different accounts, but the proposed system minimizes 
the load because no password is required. The sequence 
pattern of fingerprints can be the same for multiple accounts 
and the user does not need to remember anything. 

 Nothing-to-Carry: With the adoption of smartphones and 
embedded fingerprint sensors, nothing needs to be carried 
in both systems.  

 Physically-Effortless: The proposed system requires only 
the correct sequence of fingerprints to be presented, 
whereas the BioPass system demands a relatively long 
password. 

 Easy-to-Learn: BioPass authentication systems are easier to 
learn than the proposed system, as not all users may have 
been trained to handle a sequence pattern.  

 Efficient-to-Use: The existing devices for fingerprint 
scanning are efficient for both systems.  

 Infrequent-Errors: With the BioPass authentication systems 
that exist today, there is an increased chance that errors will 
occur when typing the password compared to presenting 
fingerprints in a particular sequence. 

 Easy-Recovery-from-Loss: Both the password in the 
BioPass authentication system and the sequence pattern in 
the proposed system are easy to change in the event of 
forgetfulness or account compromise. Nevertheless, the 
proposed system boasts a lower likelihood of compromise. 
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2) Security 

 Resilient-to-Physical-Observation: Neither the BioPass 
authentication system nor the proposed system are resilient 
to physical observation. 

 Resilient-to-Targeted-Impersonation: Due to the 
carelessness of the users in choosing a password that is easy 
to guess and/or writing it down on paper, the BioPass 
system is quasi-resilient to targeted impersonation. The 
sequence pattern in the proposed system can be targeted 
more, so the system is not resilient to targeted 
impersonation.  

 Resilient-to-Throttled-Guessing: Weak passwords are not 
resilient to throttled guessing. The proposed system is easier 
to guess, and hence also not resilient to throttled guessing.  

 Resilient-to-Unthrottled-Guessing: The BioPass 
authentication system is not resilient to unthrottled guessing 
(brute force) because weak passwords can be targeted. The 
proposed system is resilient, however, because the sequence 
cannot be easily targeted using Unthrottled-Guessing.  

 Resilient-to-Internal-Observation: Neither textual 
passwords nor the proposed system are resilient to internal 
observation. 

 Resilient-to-Leaks-by-other-Verifiers: Like the BioPass 
authentication system, the proposed system is not resistant 
to leaks by other verifiers.  

 Resilient-to-Phishing: Passwords are not resilient to 
phishing attacks. The resilience of the proposed system 
towards phishing attacks would depend on the 
implementation rather than the design. For example, if the 
sequence pattern template never leaves the device, then it 
would be resilient to phishing attacks.  

 Resilient-to-Theft: Neither the BioPass authentication 
system nor the proposed system require any external device 
or hardware for authentication, and so are resilient to theft.  

 Non-Trusted-Third-Party: Neither the BioPass 
authentication system nor the proposed system require a 
third party to be trusted for the authentication, so the benefit 
is maintained.  

 Requiring-Explicit-Consent: In the case of textual 
passwords, one needs to type them in, which requires 
explicit consent. Similarly, one needs to provide 
fingerprints in a specific order to authenticate them and so 
the proposed system requires explicit consent as well.  

 Unlinkable: Both the BioPass authentication system and the 
proposed system are linkable due to the use of physical 
biometrics in both systems. 

 

Table I displays the scores received by both systems for 
each criterion. The label “Y” indicates that a system offers the 
benefit stated by the criterion, “N” that it does not, and label 
“Q” that a system improves the situation partially. Quantifying 
the scores received by each method helps to the establishment 
of a mathematical base for comparison. Scoring the systems on 
the same set of numbers helps in deciding which of the systems 

performs better in comparison with the other. For this purpose, 
the labels “N”, “Q” and “Y” are mapped to a set of numerical 
values. Label “N” is assigned a score of 0. As the label “Q” 
indicates better performance compared to “N”, is assigned to a 
score of 0.5, and the label “Y” indicates that the system offers 
the benefit stated by a particular criterion, so is assigned a score 
of 1. The cumulative score for the usability of the BioPass 
system is 3 points, whereas the proposed system scores 4.5 
points. Similarly, for the legacy system, the cumulative score 
for the security of the BioPass system is 2.5, and 3 for the 
proposed system. From Table I, it can be inferred that, 
regarding security and usability, the proposed system achieves 
a higher cumulative score compared to the BioPass system. It is 
safe, then, to argue that the proposed system outperforms the 
BioPass system as per the detailed criteria related to the aspects 
of security and usability. 

TABLE I.  SCORES RECEIVED BY BOTH SYSTEMS 

Usability 

 BioPass Proposed system 

Memory Wise Effortless N Q 

Scalable for Users N Q 

Nothing to Carry Y Y 

Physically Effortless N Q 

Easy to Learn Y Q 

Efficient to Use Y Y 

Infrequent Error N Q 

Easy Recovery from Loss N N 

Security 

Resilient to: BioPass Proposed System 

Physical Observation N N 

Targeted Impersonation Q N 

Throttled Guessing N N 

Unthrottled Guessing N Q 

Internal Observation N N 

Leaks from Other Verifiers N N 

Phishing N Q 

Theft Y Y 

No Trusted Third Party Y Y 

Requiring Explicit Consent N N 

Unlinkable N N 
 

 

V. SUMMARIZED METRIC RESULTS 

Measurement is the first step towards controlling something 
and may eventually lead to an improvement. It was necessary 
to measure the usability and security associated with the 
proposed system to understand its advantages and drawbacks.  

A. Usability and Security 

To calculate the various attributes or characteristics of the 
usability and security of any system, the measurement can be 
represented in the form of metrics. Based on [14], the results of 
the metrics can be added to a plot. Some of the metrics 
represent the usability and others the security of the system. 
There are 8 Usability Metrics (UM) and 1 Security Metric 
(SM). All the UM were created with a maximum score of 8 
points. An ideal result will be a vector running from (0x) to 
(8x). Supposing that I = (8x). 

All the security metrics were created with a maximum score 
of 11 points. An ideal result will be a vector running from (0y) 
to (11y). Supposing that K = (11y). 
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The Euclidean distance of U from I was calculated and the 
results for the BioPass system and the proposed system were 
noted. 

The distance between I and U is equivalent to the Usability 
for BioPass):  

d = ���� � ���	  => d = ��8 � 3�	 => d = 5 

 
Likewise, the Usability for the proposed system is:  

d = ���� � ���	  => d = ��8 � 4.5�	   =>  d = 3.5 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Results of the comparison of the Usability of the BioPass system 

and the proposed system. 

 

Distance between K and S (Security for BioPass): 

d = ���� � ���	  => d = ��11 � 2.5�	  => d = 8.5 

Distance between K and S (Security for the proposed 
system):  

d = ���� � ���	  => d = ��11 � 3�	  => d = 8 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Results of the comparison of Security in the BioPass system and 

the proposed system. 

TABLE II.  USABILITY METRIC SCORES AND THE 
CALCULATED EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE 

System UM Euclidean distance from I 

BioPass 3 5 

Proposed 4.5 3.5 
 

 

TABLE III.  SECURITY METRIC SCORES AND THE 
CALCULATED EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE 

System SM Euclidean distance from I 

BioPass 2.5 8.5 

Proposed 3 8 
 

Based on the calculated Euclidean distance, it is clear that 
the proposed system is closer to the ideal system than the 

BioPass system, because it performs better in both aspects of 

Usability and Security. 
 

B. Registration and Authentication Time 

An experiment was conducted in Matlab to implement the 
concept suggested in this article and the BioPass system. Ten 
reads were acquired for both systems. The registration and 
verification times were documented for each read, and the 
average time of every stage was computed in ms for both 
systems as shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV.  REGISTRATION AND VERIFICATION TIME (ms)  

System Registration time (ms) Authentication time (ms) 

BioPass 

151, 147, 143, 137, 149, 

143, 142, 138, 144,147 

Average: 143.8 

121, 125, 132, 137, 127, 141, 

126, 138, 127,132 

Average: 124.3 

Proposed 

109, 97, 106, 94, 98, 106, 

94, 112, 97, 115 

Average: 102.8 

87, 96, 80, 76, 94, 85, 83, 74, 

93, 81 

Average: 84.9 
 

The enhanced performance of the proposed system was 
proven by the results. Remarkably, the proposed system scores 
an average registration time of 102.8 ms and an average 
authentication time of 84.9 ms compared to an average of 143.8 
ms and an average of 124.3 ms for the BioPass system, 
respectively. By comparing the registration and authentication 
times of both systems, Figure 5 clearly illustrates the efficiency 
improvements the proposed system provides. It is worth noting 
that the BioPass system often needs passwords with strict 
requirements like minimum length of 8 characters including at 
least one capital letter, numbers, and special characters for 
security purposes. This complexity is one of the reasons why 
the proposed system provides a more intuitive user registration 
and authentication process without the need for complicated 
password creation or memorization while still maintaining 
strong security measures. 

The proposed system, not only improves user experience by 
reducing authentication time, but also offers security upgrades 
with a precise and quicker authentication method. However it is 
crucial to recognize constraints, like how the system may 
perform when altering the authentication algorithm. 
Nevertheless, the positive results from this study suggest that 
the proposed system should be considered as effective in 
providing an enhanced authentication process. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Biometrics have the strong characteristic that one cannot 
forget easily or lose their biometrics. Also, as biometrics is 
hard to fake, unique to all, and enhances convenience, it is a 
strong candidate for enhancing the authentication systems. 
Some manufacturers fail to consider security threats while 

0
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making particular devices, hence, it is essential to strengthen 
these devices with security measures, such as biometrics, to 
protect them from unauthorized access [20]. It is worth noting 
that one of the main limitations to the fingerprint authentication 
that is employed by several mobile operating systems is the 
root access that permits users to access the operating system. 
Consequently, it allows users to control or avoid the security 
processes that have been built into the system. If any breach 
occurs in the root access, the fingerprints stored on the device 
can be compromised [21]. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Registration and authentication times comparison. 

Biometric technologies, like Fingerprint identification, 
Hand Geometry, Iris scan, Face Recognition, etc. [22], are 
methods for verifying the identity of a living person based on 
physiological or, in some cases, behavioral characteristics. 
Currently, authentication systems involve authenticating a 
user’s account using biometrics along with a textual password, 
BioPass system in this research suffers from drawbacks. Thus, 
it is necessary to focus not on developing a password 
replacement scheme, but on other aspects of the authentication 
process. In this research, to reinforce the security and usability 
of the authentication systems, a system that does not challenge 
the concept of passwords (something one knows) but instead 
focuses on enhancing the way this method will be merged with 
other authentication methods; in this case, biometrics 
(fingerprints) are used in a sequence pattern.  
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